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Abstract In this paper, we propose a proactive recovery
method against multiple network failures for large-scale
packet switching networks. The proposed method exploits
the overlay networking technique. Specifically, it constructs
multiple logical network topologies from the original over-
lay network topology by assuming various failure patterns.
When a failure is detected, our method selects one topology.
Consequently, it can immediately recover from the failure
by utilizing the selected topology without waiting for rout-
ing convergence in the network. When constructing multi-
ple logical topologies, we take into account the correlation
among overlay links in terms of the underlay links. Through
the numerical evaluation results of the network reachability
and average path length, we show that our method improves
network reachability from 51% to 95% while keeping the
path length short, when 25% underlay links are simultane-
ously down.

Keywords Overlay network · Routing · Multiple failures ·
Proactive failure recovery

1 Introduction

Recent network applications require high network availabil-
ity for maintaining continuous connectivity. However, most
of existing routing protocols in the current Internet have
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problems in recovering from multiple simultaneous failures,
where they require a long time for routing convergence after
detecting such failures since the network equipment has to
detect the failures, re-calculate routing configurations, and
propagate the configurations throughout the network. For
example, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [30], which op-
erates inter-Autonomous System (inter-AS) routing in the
current Internet, requires considerable time (from a few min-
utes to several days) to converge routing configurations after
detecting network failures, especially for large-scale failures
or certain types of network topologies [6, 19, 31, 33, 39]. Es-
sentially, routing convergence time in BGP has no theoreti-
cal upper bound, and there are many situations in which the
routing convergence time increases significantly, as in the
count-to-infinity problem [36]. Various methods to improve
the routing convergence time in BGP have been proposed
[24, 28, 32]. However, most of them require modifications
to BGP itself, which means that they require standardiza-
tion processes. Consequently, such modifications cannot be
deployed to the current Internet in the near future.

Therefore, the overlay networking technique has been
proposed, which can deploy original protocols immediately
since it does not require standardization processes. In this
paper, overlay networks are defined as upper-layer networks
built on the lower-layer packet switching networks such
as IP network. Figure 1 illustrates the definition of under-
lay and overlay networks in this paper. These overlay net-
works provide special-purpose application services such as
file sharing, grids, IP-VPN services, and Content Deliv-
ery/Distribution Networks (CDNs) [1, 5, 11, 12]. In over-
lay networks, the endhosts and servers that run application
programs become overlay nodes that form the upper-layer
logical network with logical links among the overlay nodes,
and the overlay nodes control the application traffic to sat-
isfy their requirements and policies.
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Fig. 1 Definition of underlay and overlay networks

Fig. 2 Multiple simultaneous failures in the overlay network

Furthermore, overlay routing, which is the overlay net-
working technique specialized to the traffic routing, has been
proposed [2, 14, 22, 38]. Since the overlay routing controls
application traffic in application layer, the overlay-routed
traffic may traverse different routes from BGP routing, and
moreover, the links that are limited the usage by BGP can
be utilized any routes by the overlay routing. The reason
why BGP limits some links is that Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) consider monetary cost structures and utilization poli-
cies. In IP network, ISPs generally have many links inter-
connecting with other ISPs based on various types of mone-
tary cost structures and utilization policies, such as peering
and transit relationships. For example, each peering link can
be utilized only by two ASes which are interconnected by
the peering link since the maintenance cost of such links are
paid by the ASes interconnected by the links [17]. There-
fore, ISPs make routing decisions based on the cost structure
against their neighboring ISPs [10, 26, 27, 35]. On the other
hand, since the overlay routing can control application traffic
regardless of ISPs’ routing policies, the overlay-routed traf-
fic may traverse different routes in the network that the ISPs
do not assume in their under-layer routing configurations.
One of advantages in overlay routing, which is caused by
this mismatch in routing policies, is that the overlay routing
can improve the user-perceived network performance such
as end-to-end delay and available bandwidth [3, 23, 40].

One problem in overlay routing is that a single underlay
network failure would cause multiple simultaneous failures
in overlay networks. Figure 2 shows an example of such

failures. In the figure, the links and paths in the underlay
network are denoted as underlay links and underlay paths,
respectively, and the links in the overlay networks are de-
fined as overlay links. Each overlay link between two over-
lay nodes corresponds to an underlay path, which consists
of one or more underlay links. Note that it is likely to oc-
cur that multiple overlay links share some underlay links in
their underlay path. When such underlay links fail, multiple
overlay links go down simultaneously. In Fig. 2, the over-
lay links 1–5, 2–5, and 3–5 overlap the underlay link h–i.
Therefore, when the underlay link h–i goes down, the over-
lay links 1–5, 2–5, and 3–5 lose the connectivity simultane-
ously. Generally, since the overlay network cannot control
the underlay routing, the overlapped utilization of underlay
links, as described in Fig. 2, cannot be explicitly avoided.
Therefore, the overlay networks should have an effective re-
covery method against multiple simultaneous failures.

In general, network recovery methods are categorized
into two types, reactive and proactive [29]. In reactive re-
covery methods, when network nodes detect network fail-
ures, they calculate new routing configurations and propa-
gate them throughout the network to converge the routing
[2, 9]. The nodes can accommodate various kinds of net-
work failures flexibly without failure prediction. One of the
main shortcomings of reactive recovery methods is that the
considerable time is required for routing convergence af-
ter the failures, since new routing configurations generally
propagated in a hop-by-hop manner. In contrast, proactive
recovery methods pre-calculate recovery settings (e.g., rout-
ing configurations) by assuming possible failures and dis-
tribute the settings throughout the network in advance [18,
21, 37]. Then, when a network failure is detected, the recov-
ery method immediately selects one of the pre-calculated
settings according to the detected failure. When the failure
is covered by the pre-calculated settings, proactive recovery
does not require routing convergence time after the failure.
However, when the failure has not been considered in the
pre-calculation, the proactive recovery method cannot com-
pletely recover from the failure. Therefore, in the proactive
method, we should carefully select the network failures as-
sumed to occur in pre-calculating the recovery settings.

In this paper, the author proposes a proactive recovery
method against multiple simultaneous failures for large-
scale packet switching networks. The proposed method ex-
ploits the overlay networking technique to realize fast and
effective recovery from failures. Specifically, it is based on
Resilient Routing Layers (RRL) [15] that constructs multi-
ple logical network topologies assuming various failure pat-
terns in advance. When a failure is detected, the proposed
method can immediately recover from the failure by utiliz-
ing the appropriate topology to the failure, without waiting
routing convergence in the underlay network. Furthermore,
the proposed method considers the correlation among over-
lay links in terms of utilizing underlay links to construct the
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effective topologies for recovering from multiple simultane-
ous failures in the overlay network. Another objective for
the proposed method is that it should be applied to the exist-
ing overlay networks by simple mechanism, for improving
the reliability of the existing overlay networks.

The effectiveness of the proposed method is demon-
strated by numerical evaluation results using an actual
router-level network topology and topologies generated by
BRITE [25]. The author exhibits that the proposed method
improves overlay network reachability significantly in case
of simultaneous multiple underlay link failures. Further-
more, it is shown that the proposed method can sustain the
path length after recovery enough small. In addition, the
author proposes the partial re-calculation algorithms of the
topologies for failure recovery against the overlay network
changes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a brief explanation of RRL, which is the basis
of the proposed method. In Sect. 3, the design issues and de-
tailed algorithms of the proposed method are presented. The
author confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method us-
ing extensive numerical examples in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
summarizes the conclusions of this paper and discusses ar-
eas of future consideration.

2 Resilient Routing Layers (RRL)

In this section, the author explains Resilient Routing Lay-
ers (RRL) [15] that is the basis of the proposed method. In
Sect. 2.1, an overview of RRL is explained. The problem
of RRL against multiple simultaneous failures is described
in Sect. 2.2, and the advantages to adapt RRL for overlay
networks are presented in Sect. 2.3.

2.1 Overview

RRL pre-calculates multiple network topologies and routing
configurations, which are called Routing Layers (RLs), from
the original network topology. In each RL, RRL assumes
that a failure of the network node(s) occur, and configures
the network topology to recover the failure without degrad-
ing the reachability of other parts of the network. All net-
work nodes share the calculated RLs and select an identical
RL when network failures occur. RRL utilizes the original
network topology as long as no failure occurs.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the application of RRL
to a sample network topology. In this paper, the node that
is assumed to be down in each RL is denoted as an isolated
node, and the node that is not assumed to be down in each
RL is denoted as a normal node. The calculated RLs are de-
fined a Routing Layer Set (RLSet). With the exception of the
original network topology, each RL has at least one isolated
node. The weight of the link connected to the isolated node

Fig. 3 Resilient Routing Layers

is set to the maximum value so that the isolated node is pre-
vented from using as a route among other nodes. That is, the
links connecting to the isolated node are used only when the
isolated node is either the source or destination node. Such
links are denoted as isolated links and the rest links are de-
noted as normal links. When a node detects its adjacent node
failure, the node selects an RL in which the failed node is
isolated. Once the node selects an appropriate RL from the
RLSet, all transmitted packets can avoid the failure.

In Fig. 3, the paths among normal nodes only use normal
links, as shown solid lines in each RL. Figure 3(a) represents
the original network topology L0. L0 is utilized while no
failure is detected in the network. In L1 in Fig. 3(b), nodes
1, 2, 3, and 4 are isolated nodes. In L2 in Fig. 3(c), nodes 5,
6, 7, and 8 are isolated. That is, every network node is iso-
lated in at least one RL in RLSet. Note that the weight of the
isolated links, as shown dashed lines in Fig. 3 is set to the
maximum value, since they are isolated links that connect to
isolated nodes. Using this figure, let us consider a data trans-
mission from node 3 to node 4. When there is no failure in
the network, L0 is utilized and the route becomes 3–5–4,
assuming that each RL utilizes the route by Dijkstra’s short-
est path algorithm. When node 5 is down, the route from
node 3 to node 4 becomes unavailable since it includes the
failed node. In this case, L2 is utilized since node 5 is iso-
lated in L2. Then the route from node 3 to node 4 becomes
3–2–1–4, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

2.2 Accommodation of multiple network failures

RRL can recover from a single node failure completely,
meaning that it can keep the reachability of all nodes except
the failed node when all nodes are isolated in any RL. This
is because each node in the network is isolated in at least
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one RL in the RLSet. In [15], Hansen et al. show the fol-
lowing evaluation results: even when the network has thou-
sands of nodes, RRL requires as few as tens of RLs to keep
all network nodes isolated in at least one RL. In addition,
when multiple nodes fail simultaneously, the failures can be
recovered by utilizing the RL that isolates all failed nodes
simultaneously. In other words, RRL has a potential ability
of recovering from multiple simultaneous failures.

However, recovering from multiple simultaneous failures
requires almost infinite number of RLs to cover all failure
patterns. Since the number of RLs is limited by the memory
space of the network nodes and/or the required bit size of
packet header to identify RLs, it is impossible that the RLSet
covers all failure patterns. Isolating a lot of nodes in an iden-
tical RL can decrease the number of RLs that cover multiple
simultaneous failures. On the other hand, as the number of
isolated nodes in an RL increases, the number of available
links in the RL decreases since the number of isolated links
increases. This results in the increase of the path length (hop
count) among nodes in the RL. Therefore, to realize high re-
covery performance against multiple simultaneous failures,
we should carefully configure the number of RLs in RLSet,
the number of isolated nodes in each RL, as well as the se-
lection of nodes as isolated in each RL. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no other research results have been re-
ported on RRL-based proactive recovery methods for multi-
ple simultaneous failures.

2.3 RRL implementation for overlay networks

In the network with RRL, all nodes share the same RLSet.
When a node detects a failure, the node searches the appro-
priate RL against the failure from the RLSet, and forward
the packet according to the configurations in selected RL.
The identifier of selected RL is informed to the next-hop
node by putting the identifier on the packet header. There-
fore, the node can correctly forward packet without waiting
routing convergence in the network. In [15, 16], the authors
noted that RRL could be implemented at various layers. In
[16], they show an example of RRL implementation in a
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) network. In an IP
network, RRL can be implemented by utilizing unused bits
of the IP packet header to designate the identifier of the cur-
rently used RL. One of the significant shortcomings in im-
plementation at MPLS and IP layers is the requirement stan-
dardization process. The other problem is that RRL must be
implemented for all network nodes (MPLS switches or IP
routers) in the network.

Therefore, the author accommodates the overlay net-
working techniques to RRL to solve these problems. When
RRL is implemented on overlay networks, we receive both
benefit of the reactive and the proactive recoveries. This is
because the routing protocols on the underlay network, such
as BGP, generally employ the reactive recovery, and RRL

implemented on the overlay network employs the proactive
recovery. Furthermore, since RRL implemented on the over-
lay network can route the traffic with liberating the limita-
tion on IP routing by ISPs, for example the peering links
are limited its usage as only two ASes interconnected by
themselves, the recovery performance with RRL may much
improve.

3 Proposed method

In this section, the author proposes a proactive recovery
method based on RRL. The proposed method can recover
from multiple simultaneous failures by utilizing overlay net-
working technique. In Sect. 3.1, preconditions and notations
on the proposed method are explained. In Sect. 3.2, the au-
thor proposes the algorithm to construct RLSet for failure
recovery. Section 3.3 introduces two selection methods of
appropriate RL to detected failures from RLSet. In Sect. 3.4,
the author describes how to accommodate network topology
changes such as node joining or deletion, at both of overlay
network and underlay network.

3.1 Preconditions and notations

In the proposed method, the author assumes that an overlay
network, which consists of overlay nodes and overlay links,
is given in advance and RLSet is constructed through the
algorithms in Sect. 3.2. Note that it is important to consider
the appropriate setting (selecting of overlay nodes and deter-
mining overlay network topology) for the initial overlay net-
work for effective recovery in underlay networks. Although
this is one of our future work, the algorithms in this section
can be applied to existing overlay networks to increase their
reliability and robustness against failures.

The author also assumes the relationships between under-
lay network and overlay network is determined as in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, it is assumed that all overlay nodes know the
underlay network topology and underlay routes between all
overlay nodes. Table 1 summarizes the notations utilized for
the explanation of the proposed method in the following sub-
sections.

3.2 RLSet construction algorithm

The proposed method constructs an RLSet that accom-
modates multiple simultaneous failures in overlay network
while keeping the number of RLs small, by utilizing the in-
formation of the underlay network topology. Specifically,
each overlay node first constructs multiple RLs as initial
RLSet. The constructed RLs are then aggregated among
neighboring overlay nodes with some merging procedures.
Finally, all RLs are gathered at one overlay node and they
construct an RLSet. Note that the proposed method can de-
crease the computation time for RLSet construction due to
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Table 1 Notations for proposed
method Gu Underlay network

Go Overlay network

V (G) Set of nodes in G, V (Go) ⊆ V (Gu)

E(G) Set of links in G

i, j, k, l,m,n Identifier of nodes, 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m,n ≤ |V (Gu)|
vi i-th underlay node in V (Gu)

s(vi) State of vi , s(vi) ∈ {0,1} (0: merging, 1: waiting)

uij Underlay link between vi , vj ∈ V (Gu), uij ∈ E(Gu)

d(vi) Degree of vi , d(vi) := |{uij |∀j,uij ∈ E(Gu)}|
oij Overlay link between vi , vj ∈ V (Go), oij ∈ E(Go)

L(vi) Set of RLs held by vi

s, t Identifier of RLs and function of overlay link’s weight, 1 ≤ s, t ≤ |L(vi)|
Li

s s-th RL in L(vi)

wi
s Function of overlay link’s weight with Li

s

The weight of ojk is a with Li
s ⇔ wi

s(ojk) = a

L0 RL correspond to the original overlay network

L0 := (Gu,w0) s.t. ∀uij ∈ E(Gu),w0(uij ) = 1

wi
s,t Function of overlay link’s weight with Li

s,t that is merged Li
s and Li

t

wi
s,t (ojk) = a ⇔ max(wi

s(ojk),w
i
t (oij )) = a

rjk(L
i
s) Set of underlay link on the path between vj , vk ∈ V (Go) with Li

s

rjk(L
i
s) := {ulm| ulm on the path from vj to vk with Li

s}

its distributed construction algorithm, and improve the re-
covery performance since the number of failure patterns that
is covered in each RL increases.

3.2.1 Initial RLSet construction

First, each overlay node constructs the initial set of RLs
that accommodates failures around the node. The detailed
method is shown as follows.

The overlay node vi constructs RLs each of which iso-
lates one overlay link oij connecting to vi . When there ex-
ists overlay links share some underlay links which construct
oij , those overlay links are isolated in a single RL. This
is because such overlay links are likely to fail simultane-
ously. When the resulting RL isolating all overlapping over-
lay links is not a connected graph, the author utilizes multi-
ple RLs to isolate those overlay links so that the generated
RLs keep the connectivity. On the other hand, when an un-
derlay link is shared by all overlay links connected to an
overlay node, the RL that isolates the overlay links becomes
unconnected to the node. In this case, the author isolates the
overlay node itself, instead of using such unconnected RL.

Here, a set of RLs at an overlay node is denoted as an
RLSet and it is denoted as L(vi) through the construction
algorithm in Sect. 3.2.

Figure 4 illustrates examples of the initial RLSets corre-
sponding to the overlay network depicted in Fig. 1. The red
link in each RL represents the underlay link composing the
overlay link that is isolated in the RL. The dotted links in

the overlay network represents the overlay links isolated in
the RL simultaneously since they share at least one of the
red underlay links. In all initial RLSets except L(v4), over-
lay links sharing the identical underlay links are isolated by
multiple RLs since the connectivity of the RL is lost when
those overlay links are isolated in a single RL.

3.2.2 RLSet integration

The initial RLSets constructed by the overlay nodes are ag-
gregated and integrated into a single RLSet, which would
be shared among all overlay nodes. In addition, the author
tries to merge any two RLs into a single RL to decrease the
number of RLs in RLSet and improve the recovery perfor-
mance of RLSet. The merging algorithm is quite simple: the
overlay links and overlay nodes isolated in both RLs become
isolated in the merged RL. Here, two RLs are merged into a
single RL only when the following conditions are satisfied.

1. The merged RL keeps the connectivity.
2. The overlay node that is isolated in neither the RLs does

not become isolated in the merged RL.
3. All isolated overlay nodes in the merged RL are con-

nected to at least one normal overlay node.

Note that the failure that can be recovered in the original RLs
can be recovered in the merged RL. Moreover, the number
of failure patterns that can be recovered in the merged RL
increases since the number of isolated overlay nodes and
links increases. This is one of important effects in merging
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Fig. 4 Example of initial RLSets

RLs. Another advantage is that it requires shorter time and
smaller memory usage in maintaining RLSet and searching
RL in RLSet since the number of RLs in RLSet decreases.
However, the excessive merging has a bad effect on the path
length in the merged RL since the number of available over-
lay links decreases due to the increase of isolated overlay
links. We should also take care of the merging order of RLs
in the initial RLSet at all overlay nodes since it determines
the recovery performance of the merged RL from multiple
simultaneous failures, as described in Sect. 2.2. Considering
these issues, the author proposes the merging and integra-
tion process of RLs in the initial RLSets at all overlay nodes
into a single RLSet as follows.

In this algorithm, the author introduces two states: merg-
ing and waiting and each overlay node behaves as follows.
First, all overlay nodes become the merging state, and the
overlay node vp that has the most underlay links is selected
as the starting point of the integration. Second, vp becomes
the waiting state and aggregates the RLSet constructed by
its adjacent overlay nodes whose state is merging into the
RLSet at vp . Before aggregating vi ’s RLSet into vp’s RLSet,
vi becomes the merging state and aggregates recursively the
RLSets at its adjacent overlay nodes whose state is merging
into vi ’s RLSet. By the recursive aggregating the RLSets,
all RLSets throughout the network are aggregated with only
information of the state of adjacent overlay nodes.

Detailed recursive behavior of an overlay node vi whose
state is merging is as follows. First, vi becomes the merg-
ing state. Second, vi adds the RLs in all RLSets at adjacent

overlay nodes whose state is merging to vi ’s RLSet L(vj ).
Then, for all RL pairs Li

s,L
i
t ∈ L(vi), Li

s and Li
t are merged

into a single RL Li
s,t when Li

s,t satisfies three conditions de-
scribed above. When Li

s,t does not satisfies the conditions,
Li

s and Li
t are not merged since there exists failure patterns

from which either Li
s or Li

t can recover and Li
s,t cannot re-

cover. Furthermore, to avoid the bad effect of merging RLs
described above, two RLs Li

s and Li
t are merged into Li

s,t

only when the following condition are satisfied.

f (Li
s,t ) ≥ f (Li

s) + f (Li
t )

2
(1)

where,

f (Li
s) = αI (Li

s) − βA(Li
s)

I (Li
s) = |{ojk|wi(ojk) = ∞}|

A(Li
s) = 1

No

∑

j s.t. vj ∈V (Go)

∑

k s.t. k 	=j,vk∈V (Go)

|rjk(L
i
s)|

No = 2

|V (Go)|(|V (Go)| − 1)

(2)

The functions I and A gives the number of isolated links
in RL and the average hop counts between overlay nodes
in RL, respectively. Equation (2) defines an evaluation met-
ric for the effectiveness of RL, where α and β are the pa-
rameters to determine the contribution degree of I and A

in (1). When Li
s,t satisfies the conditions for merging and

(1), Li
s,L

i
t are removed from L(vi) and Li

s,t is added to
L(vi). This merging process is repeated until there becomes
no RL pair that can be merged.

Figure 5 shows examples of merging process. The RL
pair that satisfies the conditions for merging and (1) is shown
in Fig. 5(a). Since the merged RL isolates one additional
overlay link while keeps path length small, it is expected
that the merged RL improves the recovery performance.
Figure 5(b) shows the RL pair that satisfies the conditions
for merging but does not satisfy (1). The merged RL iso-
lates two additional overlay links but increases path length
largely because the merged RL becomes chain-like topol-
ogy. The RL pair shown in Fig. 5(c) cannot be merged since
the merged RL is not connected graph. The RL pair shown
in Fig. 5(d) cannot be also merged since the merged RL iso-
lates an additional overlay node.

Through the above process, all RLs in all overlay nodes
are integrated into a single RLSet at vp , which is the starting
point of the aggregation. The RLSet should be distributed to
overall network to share it by all overlay nodes. The distri-
bution method is out of scope of this paper since the existing
methods [7, 20] can be utilized.
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Fig. 5 Merging process of RLs

3.3 RL selection

When packets are routed according to the proposed method,
there are two ways to select an RL from the RLSet con-
structed according to the algorithms in Sect. 3.2, which are
static RL selection and dynamic RL selection. We summa-
rize the details of both selection methods since both of them
have advantages and disadvantages.

3.3.1 Static RL selection

In static RL selection, when a failure is detected by a source
node, the source node selects an RL from RLSet according
to the detected failed nodes and keeps using the RL until
packets arrive at the destination node. In detail, the source
node selects an RL in which all failed nodes are isolated.
When more than one RL are found, the source node selects
one of them that has the smallest number of isolated nodes.
In this case, the proposed method can guarantee full net-
work reachability. Conversely, when there is no RL in which
all failed nodes are isolated, the source node selects the RL
that has the largest number of failed nodes as isolated. In
this case, the selected RL cannot completely guarantee net-
work reachability. Obviously, static RL selection is simpler
than dynamic RL selection described below, since there is no
need for the intermediate nodes to select an RL in a packet-
by-packet manner.

3.3.2 Dynamic RL selection

The dynamic RL selection permits intermediate nodes to
change the RL to be used. In detail, when one of the interme-

diate nodes finds that it cannot forward a packet to the next-
hop node because the failure is not covered by currently-
used RL, the node will change RL so that the packet can be
forwarded to the next-hop node. In general, this on-demand
RL selection creates a routing loop by repeated changes of
RLs in some intermediate nodes. However, in the proposed
method, we avoid routing loop by forcing the node to use
a new RL that has larger number of isolated nodes than the
current RL. The proposed method can forward packets to
the destination node unless RLs in RLSet are not exhausted.

This dynamic mechanism can increase the network
reachability after recovery, even when there is no RL in
RLSet that makes all failures isolated. However, it may in-
crease the processing delay at intermediate nodes.

3.4 Accommodation of network topology changes

In general, the computer networks are always changing by
adding and removing network elements and occurring fail-
ures. For the proposed method, we should consider changes
in both underlay and overlay networks. In what follows in
this subsection, the author describes the methods to accom-
modate changes in overlay networks and those in underlay
networks, respectively, to keep the recovery performance of
the proposed method.

3.4.1 Partial reconstruction for overlay network changes

Ideally, the RLSet should be recalculated and distributed
to network nodes against every change in overlay net-
works. However, the frequent recalculation and distribution
of RLSet should be avoided due to the viewpoints of calcu-
lation overhead and distribution delay. Therefore, the pro-
posed method employs partial reconstruction of RLSet that
can be done in parallel at each overlay node.

When a new overlay node/link is added to the existing
overlay network, the new overlay node/link is added to the
overlay network topologies of all RLs in RLSet. At this
point, the newly-added node/link is not isolated in any RL,
so the RLSet does not support any failure patterns including
the node/link. Therefore, the newly-added node/link should
be isolated in some RLs in RLSet. When an overlay link
is added, it is isolated in RLs in which the new link is con-
nected to at least one isolated node. When an overlay node is
added, each overlay node searches RLs in RLSet where the
new node is connected to at least one normal overlay node.
Among such RLs, each overlay node selects one RL with
minimum number of isolated nodes and isolate the newly-
added node in the selected RL. Finally, each overlay node
modifies the routing configurations for each RL in RLSet,
and the newly-added overlay node receives the reconstructed
RLSet from its adjacent overlay node. Note that the above
calculations can be done at each overlay node in a distributed
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Fig. 6 Problems in joining new nodes

fashion. Therefore, no information exchanges is required be-
tween overlay nodes.

On the other hand, when an overlay node/link is re-
moved from the overlay network, each overlay node re-
moves the overlay node/link and modifies the routing con-
figurations for each RL in RLSet. Note that the proposed
method utilizes the RLSet constructed before the overlay
network changes until removing algorithms complete recon-
structing RLSet. Furthermore, the proposed method main-
tains the old RLSet for a while to be used when removed
overlay nodes and links join the overlay network again in
short time because of node reboot, link resetting, and so on.

However, by utilizing the above algorithm, the recovery
performance may degrade in some situations. The author ex-
plains the problem by using Fig. 6, which depicts the case
when a new overlay node connects to one isolated overlay
node and one normal overlay node (Fig. 6(a)), and the case
when a new overlay node connects only to two isolated over-
lay nodes (Fig. 6(b)). In the former case, the newly-added
overlay node can be isolated without any problems and the
recovery performance does not degrade. However, in the lat-
ter case, the newly-added node cannot be isolated and there
is no path to and from the node in this RL. Therefore, when
this RL is selected for failure recovery, the overlay network
reachability degrades.

To solve this problem, we need the overall reconstruction
of the RLSet, which means that each overlay node constructs
the RLSet to maintain the recovery performance. In Sect. 4,
the author evaluates the performance degradation caused by
this problem and discusses the appropriate interval for over-
all recalculation of RLSet against network growth.

3.4.2 Overall reconstruction for underlay network changes

When the underlay network changes, the proposed method
should reconstruct the RLSet since the proposed method is
based on the correlation among overlay links in terms of
utilizing underlay link.

4 Performance evaluations

In this section, the author presents evaluation results of re-
covery performance of the proposed method. The evaluation
method is shown in Sect. 4.1. The results of overlay network
reachability and the path length are shown in Sect. 4.2 and
Sect. 4.3, respectively. In Sect. 4.4, the author represents the
evaluation results of the performance degradation caused by
the partial reconstruction of RLSet as described in Sect. 3.4.

4.1 Evaluation method

To evaluate the proposed method, two kinds of network
topologies are utilized for underlay network topology. The
utilized underlay networks are as follows.

– AT&T topology
This is a router-level topology in the actual ISP in the
United States, which can be found in [34]. The underlay
network topology has 523 underlay nodes (routers) and
1304 underlay links, meaning that the average degree is
around 2.5.

– BA topology
This topology is generated by the topology generator
BRITE [25], which follows the Barabási-Albert (BA)
model in [4]. The topology starts with a network topol-
ogy of 50 nodes and 194 links, and add a new node with
2 links to the network in a one-by-one manner. The topol-
ogy growth continues until the topology has 100 nodes
and 294 links. In the evaluation, the authors generate 100
different topologies for averaging the results.

The author assumes that overlay networks are built on
those underlay networks. Figure 7 shows examples of un-
derlay and overlay network topologies, which is generated
by Graphviz [13]. Note that part of underlay nodes become
overlay nodes, and overlay links are established among
those overlay nodes. Two kinds of overlay network topology
are also utilized. Here, the parameter n means the number of
overlay nodes, and the parameters that determines the num-
ber of overlay links in ER topology and BA topology are
denoted as le and lb , respectively. Besides, the ranges of le
and lb are from 1 to (n − 1)/2.

– ER topology
This topology follows the Erdös-Rényi (ER) model in [8].
In the topology, n underlay nodes become overlay nodes
in this topology, and all overlay node pairs establish an
overlay link between them with the probability 2le/(n −
1). The topology finally has n nodes and approximately
nle links

– BA topology
This topology follows the Barabási-Albert (BA) model
in [4]. The topology starts with a full mesh network topol-
ogy of lb nodes and l(l − 1)/2 links, and add a new node
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Fig. 7 Examples of underlay network and overlay network

with lb links to the network in a one-by-one manner. The
topology growth continues until the topology has n nodes
and l(2n − l − 1)/2 links.

Note that the number of overlay links are approximately the
same in both topologies when n 
 le, n 
 lb , and le = lb .
For example, when n = 100, le = 4, and lb = 4 are given,
the number of overlay links in ER topology is around 400
and that in BA topology is 390.

For simulating the multiple simultaneous failures, the au-
thor utilizes the following two failure types.

– Random failures
The failures grow by stopping randomly-selected under-
lay links.

– Adjacent failures
The failures stop randomly-selected underlay links firstly,
and then they grow by stopping the underlay link that is
adjacent to the failed underlay links.

In the following evaluations, the author sets α = β = 1
in (1), le = 4, lb = 4 and the ratio of the number of overlay
nodes to the number of underlay nodes, which is defined as
overlay node density, is 0.25 except as otherwise noted. The
overlay routing selects the path to minimize the number of
hop counts in overlay network.

Table 2 shows the relationships between the number of
overlay nodes and RLs generated by the proposed method
when BA topology is utilized for overlay network. From this
table, we can find that the increase of the number of RLs is
smaller than the increase the number of overlay nodes in BA
topology. This is because when the number of overlay nodes
increases, the candidate RLs for merging also increase.

The author evaluates the overlay network reachability de-
fined by the ratio of reachable overlay node pairs after recov-
ering from the failure to all overlay node pairs in the overlay
network except the failed nodes. In addition, the path length,
which means underlay hop counts, between all reachable
node pairs is evaluated.

In the evaluation results given in the following subsec-
tions, the author plots the results of two extreme cases for
comparison purposes: Ideal, which represents the results
of the ideal case where we recalculate the routing config-
urations after removing failed underlay links, and Normal,
which represents the results in the original topology without
applying any failure recovery mechanisms. Ideal and Nor-
mal provide the upper and lower limit of the network reach-
ability, respectively. In addition, the results of the proposed
method with static and dynamic RL selection are denoted as
Proposal and ProposalDY, respectively.

4.2 Overlay network reachability

Figure 8 shows the evaluation results of the overlay net-
work reachability as a function of the number of failed un-
derlay links in the underlay network based on BA topology

Table 2 Relationships between
the number of overlay nodes and
generated RLs

Underlay network # of overlay nodes # of overlay links Average degree # of average RLs

BA topology 10 34 3.4 10.7

25 94 3.8 16.4

50 194 3.9 24.1

75 294 3.9 34.8

100 394 3.9 45.9

AT&T topology 131 514 3.9 399
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Fig. 8 Overlay network reachability in BA-ER network

Fig. 9 Overlay network reachability in BA-BA network

and the overlay network based on ER topology, against ran-
dom and adjacent failures, respectively. In addition, the au-
thor denotes this network as BA-ER network and utilizes

Fig. 10 Overlay network reachability in AT&T-BA network

the similar abbreviation in what follows. Figure 9 shows the
corresponding results in BA-BA network. From these fig-
ures, it is found that the proposed method improves the over-
lay network reachability in almost all cases. For example in
Fig. 9(a), the dynamic RL selection improves the overlay
network reachability from 41% to 81% when 64 underlay
links go down simultaneously.

More precisely, the dynamic RL selection provides larger
improvement in the overlay network reachability than the
static RL selection. This is because that the difference be-
havior of static and dynamic RL selection affects the over-
lay network reachability when there is no RL in RLSet that
makes all failures isolated. With static RL selection, the pro-
posed method cannot provide complete reachability since it
utilizes the RL that does not isolates all failures. In contrast,
the dynamic RL selection can avoid all failures by utilizing
multiple RLs. However, the dynamic selection is inferior to
Ideal case since it avoids utilizing the RL that selected be-
fore.

On the other hand, when a large number of underlay links
go down simultaneously, the performance of the static RL
selection becomes lower than that of the original topology.
This may be attributable to the selected RL by static RL se-
lection because the static selection selects the RL that has the
largest number of failed overlay links as isolated rather than
the original topology. That is, static RL selection is effective
against the small number of failures, but it may decrease the
overlay network reachability when a large number of under-
lay links fail simultaneously.
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Fig. 11 Changes in overlay network reachability with overlay node
density

Furthermore, it is found that the difference between the
results against the random and adjacent failures is quite
small. In addition, we can observe that BA-ER network and
BA-BA network show the similar performance when com-
paring Figs. 8 and 9. This is because the proposed method

Fig. 12 Changes in overlay network reachability with α

can recover effectively from multiple simultaneous failures
against any overlay networks by considering the correla-
tion among overlay links in terms of utilizing underlay link.
Therefore, the following evaluations in this subsection uti-
lize BA topology for overlay network and adjacent failures
to avoid redundant explanations except as otherwise noted.

Figure 10 shows the corresponding results to Fig. 9 with
the AT&T topology as underlay network. We can see from
these figures that the dynamic RL selection gives the sim-
ilar performance to Ideal case especially when the number
of failure links increases. For example, the overlay network
reachability is improved from 51% to 97% when 128 under-
lay links fails simultaneously. The reason is that the upper
limit of the number of RL switching at intermediate overlay
nodes increases since the AT&T topology has more nodes
than the BA topology (in this case the number of RLs is 399
as shown in Table 2). In contrast, the static RL selection de-
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Fig. 13 Changes in overlay network reachability with β

grades the reachability. This is caused by the increase of the
failure patterns as increasing the number of underlay links.

The changes in the overlay network reachability with
overlay node density are shown in Fig. 11. From this fig-
ure, we can observe that as the number of overlay nodes
increases, the reachability of the dynamic RL selection in-
creases. The reason is the increase of the number of RLs in
RLSet since the number of overlay nodes increases as de-
scribed in Table 2. Inversely, the reachability of the static
RL selection decreases as the number of overlay nodes in-
creases. This is because that when there are a small number
of overlay nodes, RLs that isolate lots of overlay links are of-
ten constructed since the overlay links overlap many under-
lay links. In contrast, when the number of overlay nodes in-
creases, the RLs that isolate a large number of overlay links
are hardly constructed since the overlay links overlap few
underlay links.

Figure 12 illustrates the effect of α on the overlay net-
work reachability. From this figure, it is found that the reach-

Fig. 14 Average path length in BA-ER network

Fig. 15 Average path length in BA-BA network

ability of the proposed method with both RL selection de-
creases when α is extremely small. The reason is that the
number of isolated overlay links in each RL decreases since
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Fig. 16 Average path length in AT&T-BA network

the most of RL pairs in RLSet cannot be merged. In a simi-
lar fashion, the changes in the overlay network reachability
in the case of β = 10, 100, and 1000 are shown in Fig. 13.
Again, it is seen that the reachability of the proposed method
decreases when β becomes large since very few RL pairs are
likely to be merged into a single RL with large β .

4.3 Path length

Figure 14 shows the evaluation results of the average path
length as a function of the number of failed underlay links
in BA-ER network, against random and adjacent failures,
respectively. Figure 15 shows the corresponding results in
BA-BA network. From these figures, we can observe that
the average path length of the static and dynamic RL selec-
tions increases by up to 43% and 27%, respectively. This is
attributable to the isolation of overlay links in RLs. More
precisely, the reason why the path length of the dynamic RL
selection is smaller than those of the static RL selection is
that when there is no RL that all failures are isolated, the
dynamic RL selection utilizes shorter paths by selecting the
RL that has smaller number of isolated overlay links, while
the static RL selection utilizes longer paths by selecting the
RL that has the largest number of failed nodes as isolated.

On the other hand, when the number of failed underlay
links increases, the results of the original topology and the
static RL selection decrease. Note that these are not the re-
sults of decreasing the path length itself but that the overlay
node pairs in long path lose the connectivity.

Fig. 17 Changes in average path length with overlay node density

Figure 16 presents the corresponding results to Fig. 15 in
the AT&T-BA network. From this figure, we can see that the
proposed method slightly increases the average path length
by up to 1.6% compared with that of Ideal against both fail-
ures. This is because the difference of path length in un-
derlay network between the shortest and alternative paths is
small compared to small size networks, such as BA topol-
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Fig. 18 Distributions of path
length against the number of
failed underlay links

ogy underlay networks. In other words, the increase of the
underlay network size improves the redundancy of the over-
lay network. The rest of results are similar to the results in
Fig. 15.

Figure 17 shows the changes in the average path length
in the same situation in Fig. 11. From this figure, we can
see that as increasing overlay node density the average path
length of all methods increases. This is due to the increase of
the average overlay hop counts since the number of overlay
nodes increases.

Figure 18 presents the distribution of path length when
the number of failed underlay links changes. We can see that
the proposed method has longer-hop paths regardless of the
selection method and the number of failed links. This is be-
cause that the proposed method utilizes the network topol-
ogy that has less links than the Ideal and Normal. This char-

acteristic becomes stronger as the number of merged RL
pairs increases, and the increase of average path length is
caused by this characteristics. In addition, when the num-
ber of failed underlay links increases, the distributions in
the original topology and the static RL selection concentrate
around the shorter length. The reason is that the connectiv-
ity of longer-hop paths is often lost due to the decrease of
reachability as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Figures 19 and 20 show the changes in the average path
length with various values of α and β , respectively. we
can see from these figures, the path length of the proposed
method is similar to that of the ideal case when the num-
ber of merged RL pairs decreases by setting α to a small
number and β to a large number. Therefore, the path length
of the proposed method can be suppressed with appropri-
ate values of α and β to obtain better recovery performance.
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Fig. 19 Changes in average path length with α

In other words, there is a trade-off relationship between the
number of recoverable failure patterns and the path length in
the proposed method.

4.4 Performance with network growth

The author finally investigates the performance of the pro-
posed method with network growth. In the following graphs,
the author denotes the results of the proposed method with
static and dynamic RL selection when RLSet is recalculated
against every entry of a new overlay node, as ProposalRC
and ProposalRCDY, respectively. Note that Proposal and
ProposalDY do not reconstruct the RLSet and they utilize
the partial reconstruction method described in Sect. 3.4.1.

Figure 21 shows the changes in the overlay network
reachability as a function of the number of overlay nodes
added to the overlay network after the calculation of RLSet,
by using BA-BA network. From this figure, we can find that
the partial reconstruction with dynamic selection improves

Fig. 20 Changes in average path length with β

the overlay network reachability slightly. The reason of this
is that by isolating the newly-added overlay nodes with the
partial reconstruction, the failures that are not assumed in
RLSet before adding the node can be recovered by multi-
ple partially-reconstructed RLs. In addition, we can observe
that when the number of failed underlay links is small, the
effectiveness of overall reconstruction is large. This is be-
cause the overall reconstruction can guarantee recovering
from the failures of newly-added overlay links completely.
We can also find that as increasing the number of added
overlay nodes, the overall reconstructed RLSet improves its
reachability. This is due to the increase of the number of RLs
similar to in Fig. 11.

Figure 22 shows the average path length in the same sit-
uations in Fig. 21. From this figure, we can see that the av-
erage path length of RLSet with overall reconstruction is
larger than that with partial reconstruction. The reason is that
the number of available overlay links decreases with overall
reconstruction since the RLSet with overall reconstruction
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Fig. 21 Overlay network
reachability against network
growth in BA-BA network

also isolates newly-added overlay links in various RLs. On
the other hand, as increasing the number of added overlay
nodes, the average path length of Ideal case increases. This
is because the ideal topology keeps connectivity between the
overlay nodes in longer distance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the author proposed the proactive recov-
ery method for large-scale packet switching networks such

as the current Internet, by utilizing overlay networking
technique. For multiple simultaneous failures, the proposed
method constructs multiple logical network topologies as-
suming various failure patterns in advance. More precisely,
the proposed method is designed to construct the effective
topologies for recovering from multiple simultaneous fail-
ures, by considering the correlation among overlay links in
terms of usage underlay link. In addition, distributed topol-
ogy construction algorithm of the proposed method extends
the range of application, and topology integration algorithm
of the proposed method improves recovery performance.
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Fig. 22 Average path length
against network growth in
BA-BA network

Through the numerical evaluation, the proposed method
can improve overlay network reachability from 51% to
97% when 25% of network links are go down simulta-
neously, while it increase average path length only up to
1.6%.

For future work, the author will try to eliminate assump-
tion that each overlay node knows the complete information
of underlay network, meaning that each overlay node knows
the information measured by itself. The author also plans
to apply the proposed method to unstable networks where
nodes are frequently joining and leaving such as wireless
ad-hoc networks.
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